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COMPREHENSIVE NEEDS ASSESSMENT SUMMARY  
SCHOOL YEAR: 2016-2017 

Data Sources Reviewed  
[list data sources here]  
• 2015-2016 Texas Academic Performance Report 
• DMAC Demographic and Instructional Reports 
• Vertical Alignment Data Dig Disaggregation Evidence Sheets 
2015-2016  
EOC Campus Results for All Students: 

5th 
Reading 

5th 
Math 

5th 
Science 

6th 
Reading 

6th 
Math 

7th 
Reading 

7th 
Math 

7th 
Writing 

8th 
Reading 

8th 
Math 

8th 
Science 

8th 
Social 

Studies 
100% 100% 92% 81% 85% 76% 71% 82% 100% 100% 92% 75% 

 

Attendance Rate: 96.97% 
 

Identified Strengths 
Demographics: Results on State Assessment Tests (All Student Populations with a 95% at Phase-in 
Satisfactory Standard or Higher are Reflected:  
 

Ethnicity:  
5th Reading 5th Math 5th Science 6th Reading 6th Math 

White 
100% 

White 
100% 

White 
100% 

Native American 
100% 

White 
100% 

Hispanic 
100% 

Hispanic 
100% 

Hispanic 
100% 

Hispanic 
100% 

Hispanic 
100% 

 

7th Reading 7th Math 7th Writing 8th Reading 8th Math 8th Science 8th Social 
Studies 

   White 
100% 

 Hispanic 
100% 

Native 
American 

100% 
   Native 

American 
100% 

 Native 
American 

100% 

Hispanic 
100% 

   Hispanic 
100% 

   

 
Economically Disadvantaged:  

5th Reading 5th Math 5th Science 6th Reading 6th Math 
100% 100% 100%   

 

7th Reading 7th Math 7th Writing 8th Reading 8th Math 8th Science 8th Social 
Studies 

   100% 100%   
 
Gender:  

5th Reading 5th Math 5th Science 6th Reading 6th Math 
Male 
100% 

Male 
100% 

Male 
100% 
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Female 
100% 

Female 
100% 

Female 
100% 

  

 

7th Reading 7th Math 7th Writing 8th Reading 8th Math 8th Science 8th Social 
Studies 

   Male 
100% 

Male 
100% 

Female 
100% 

Male 
100% 

   Female 
100% 

Female 
100% 

  

 
Special Program Groups:  
(Title I, Part A, ELLs, Migrant, GT, CTE, SpEd, etc.)  

5th Reading 5th Math 5th Science 6th Reading 6th Math 
Sp. Ed. 
100% 

Sp. Ed. 
100% 

Sp. Ed. 
100% 

  

LEP 
100% 

LEP 
100% 

LEP 
100% 

  

Title I 
100% 

Title I 
100% 

Title I 
100% 

  

 

7th Reading 7th Math 7th Writing 8th Reading 8th Math 8th Science 8th Social 
Studies 

GT 
100% 

GT 
100% 

GT 
100% 

GT 
100% 

GT 
100% 

GT 
100% 

GT 
100% 

   Title I 
100% 

Title I 
100% 

  

 
At-Risk:  

5th Reading 5th Math 5th Science 6th Reading 6th Math 
100% 100% 100%   

 

7th Reading 7th Math 7th Writing 8th Reading 8th Math 8th Science 8th Social 
Studies 

   100% 100% 100%  
 
 
Student Achievement:  
(State Assessment Tests Results: All Student Expectation with a Success Rate of 95% or Higher are included; 
however, if fewer than 3 Identified Strengths  met 95%, then top 3 Success Rate Percentages above 90% are 
denoted.) 
 
5th Reading 

**No Student Expectation of the TEKS had a mastery percentage above 90%** 
 
5th Math 

1. 100% TEKS 5.3B Math-Gr5 SE: multiply with fluency a three-digit number by a two-digit number using 
the standard algorithm (S)  

 
5th Science 

1. 100% TEKS 5C Sci-Gr3 SE: predict, observe, and record changes in the state of matter caused by heating 
or cooling (S) 

2. 100% TEKS 2B Sci-Gr5 SE: ask well-defined questions, formulate testable hypotheses, and select and use 
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appropriate equipment and technology (P)  
3.    100% TEKS 5D Sci-Gr5 SE: identify changes that can occur in the physical properties of the ingredient of 

solutions such as dissolving salt in water or adding lemon juice to water (S)  
 4.   100% TEKS 8C Sci-Gr5 SE: demonstrate that Earth rotates on its axis once approximately every 2 hours 

causing the day/night cycle and the apparent movement of the Sun across the sky (R) 
 
6th Reading 

1. 95% TEKS 2E ELA-Gr6 SE: use a dictionary, a glossary, or a thesaurus (printed or electronic) to determine 
the meanings, syllabication, pronunciations, alternate word choices, and parts of speech of words. (R) 

 
6th Math 

1. 90% TEKS 6.3A Math-Gr6 SE: recognize that dividing by a rational number and multiplying by its 
reciprocal result in equivalent values (S) 90% 

2. 90% TEKS 6.4A Math-Gr6 SE: compare two rules verbally, numerically, graphically, and symbolically in 
the form of y = ax or y = x + a in order to differentiate between additive and multiplicative relationships 
(S) 

 
7th Reading 

**No Student Expectation of the TEKS had a mastery percentage above 90%** 
 
7th Math 

**No Student Expectation of the TEKS had a mastery percentage above 90%** 
 
7th Writing 

**No Student Expectation of the TEKS had a mastery percentage above 90%** 
 
8th Reading 

1. 100% TEKS 6C ELA-Gr8 SE: analyze different forms of point of view, including limited versus omniscient, 
subjective versus objective. (S) 100% 

2. 100% TEKS 8A ELA-Gr8 SE: explain the effect of similes and extended metaphors in literary text. (S) 
100% 

3. 100% TEKS 10B ELA-Gr8 SE: distinguish factual claims from commonplace assertions and opinions and 
evaluate inferences from their logic in text (S) 1 2% 100% 

 
8th Math 

1. 100% TEKS 8.5C Math-Gr8 SE: contrast bivariate sets of data that suggest a linear relationship with 
bivariate sets of data that do not suggest a linear relationship from a graphical representation (S) 

2.   100% TEKS 8.5F Math-Gr8 SE: distinguish between proportional and non-proportional situations using 
tables, graphs, and equations in the form y = kx or y = mx + b, where b ? 0 (S)  

3.   100% TEKS 8.6A Math-Gr8 SE: describe the volume formula V = Bh of a cylinder in terms of its base area 
and its height (S) 

 
8th Science 

1. 100% TEKS 5C Sci-Gr7 SE: diagram the flow of energy through living systems, including food chains, food 
webs, and energy pyramids (S)  

 
8th Social Studies 

1. 100% TEKS 11B SS-Gr8 SE: describe the positive and negative consequences of human modification of 
the physical environment of the United States; and (S) 

2. 100% TEKS 12A SS-Gr8 SE: identify economic differences among different regions of the United States; 
(S) 
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School Culture and Climate:  

1. 100% of students indicated that AMS teachers are friendly. 
2. 100% of students indicated that the AMS Principal is helpful. 

 
Staff Quality, Recruitment and Retention:  

1.  Over 81% of staff indicated that colleagues are valuable resources. 
2. 

 
Curriculum, Instruction and Assessment:   

1.  AMS students indicate that classes may not be rigorous enough. Students assigned a score of 0.15 on a 
scale of 0-2 when asked if classes were too hard, and more than 84% of students indicated classes were 
too easy. 

2. 
 
Family and Community Involvement:   

1. Receiving a score of 4.86 using a Likert Scale from 1-5, students state that their families want them to do 
well in school. 

2. Over 84% of the parent/community respondents indicated they are a “friend” of the Avery ISD Facebook 
page. 

3. Over 84% of the parent/community respondents check students’ grades periodically. 
 
School Organization:   

1.  
2. 

 
Technology:    

1. Over 83% of staff indicated the use of the LCD projectors during instruction. 
2. 
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Identified Needs 
 

Priorities 
 

Demographics:  
Results on State Assessment Tests (All Student Populations with a 
Passing Rate below 70% are Reflected): 
 
All Students 

5th Reading 6th Reading 7th Reading 8th Reading 
    

 
5th Math 6th Math 7th Math 8th Math 

    
 

5th Science 7th Writing 8th Science 8th Social Studies 
    

 
Ethnicity:  

5th Reading 6th Reading 7th Reading 8th Reading 
 2 or More Races 

0% 
Hispanic 
50% 

 

 
5th Math 6th Math 7th Math 8th Math 

 2 or More Races 
0% 

Hispanic 
50% 

 

 
5th Science 7th Writing 8th Science 8th Social Studies 

 Hispanic 
50% 

  

 
Economically Disadvantaged:  

5th Reading 6th Reading 7th Reading 8th Reading 
    

 
5th Math 6th Math 7th Math 8th Math 

  64%  
 

5th Science 7th Writing 8th Science 8th Social Studies 
   67% 

 
Gender:  

5th Reading 6th Reading 7th Reading 8th Reading 
    

 
5th Math 6th Math 7th Math 8th Math 

  Female 
60% 

 

 
5th Science 7th Writing 8th Science 8th Social Studies 

  Male 
50% 

 

 
Special Program Groups:  

Demographics:  
Results on State Assessment Tests 
(as identified and prioritized by the 
corresponding STAAR tested course ): 
 
5th Reading 
**Grade Level Moved to the 
Elementary Campus for the  
2016-2017 School Year 
 
5th Math 
**Grade Level Moved to the 
Elementary Campus for the  
2016-2017 School Year 
 
5th Science 
**Grade Level Moved to the 
Elementary Campus for the  
2016-2017 School Year 
 
6th Reading 
1. At-Risk 
2. Sp. Ed. 
3. 2 or More Races 
 
6th Math 
1. At-Risk 
2. Sp. Ed. 
3. 2 or More Races 
 
7th Reading 
1. Hispanic 
2. Femal 
 
7th Math 
1. Economically Disadvantaged  
2. Female 
3. At-Risk 
4. Sp. Ed. 
5. Hispanic 
 
7th Writing 
1. Sp. Ed. 
2. Hispanic 
 
8th Reading 
N/A 
 
8th Math 
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5th Reading 6th Reading 7th Reading 8th Reading 
 Sp. Ed. 

50% 
Sp. Ed. 
25% 

 

 
5th Math 6th Math 7th Math 8th Math 

 Sp. Ed. 
25% 

SP. Ed. 
0% 

 

 
5th Science 7th Writing 8th Science 8th Social Studies 

 Sp. Ed. 
40% 

  

 
At-Risk:  

5th Reading 6th Reading 7th Reading 8th Reading 
 50% 60%  

 
5th Math 6th Math 7th Math 8th Math 

 50% 50%  
 

5th Science 7th Writing 8th Science 8th Social Studies 
   50% 

 

N/A 
 
8th Science 
1. Male 
 
8th Social Studies  
1. Economical Disadvantaged 
2. At-Risk 
 

Student Achievement:  
 
(State Assessment Tests Results: Student Expectations Scoring below 
70% mastery) 
 
5th Reading 

1. 29% TEKS Fig19E ELA-Gr5 SE: summarize and paraphrase texts 
in ways that maintain meaning and logical order within a text 
and across texts (SE type depends on genre)(S) 

2. 53% TEKS 6 ELA-Gr5 SE: Students understand, make inferences 
and draw conclusions about the structure and elements of 
fiction and provide evidence from text to support their 
understanding. (R) 

3. 53% TEKS 6A ELA-Gr5 SE: describe incidents that advance the 
story or novel, explaining how each incident gives rise to or % 
foreshadows future events (R) 

4. 53% TEKS 11E ELA-Gr5 SE: synthesize and make logical 
connections between ideas within a text and across two or 
three texts representing similar or different genres. ® 

5. 53% TEKS 12B ELA-Gr5 SE: recognize exaggerated, 
contradictory, or misleading statements in text. (S) 

6. 59% TEKS 2E ELA-Gr5 SE: use a dictionary, a glossary, or a 
thesaurus (printed or electronic) to determine the meanings, 
syllabication, pronunciations, alternate word choices, and parts 
of speech of words. (R) 

7. 59% TEKS 6B ELA-Gr5 SE: explain the roles and functions of 
characters in various plots, including their relationships and 
conflicts (R) 

8. 59% TEKS 7 ELA-Gr5 SE: Students understand, make inferences 
and draw conclusions about the varied structural patterns and 
features of literary nonfiction and provide evidence from text 

Student Achievement: 
Concepts (as identified and 
prioritized by the teacher(s) of the 
corresponding EOC and course ): 
 
5th Reading 
**Grade Level Moved to the 
Elementary Campus for the  
2016-2017 School Year 
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to support their understanding. (S) 
9. 59% TEKS 11 ELA-Gr5 SE: Students analyze, make inferences 

and draw conclusions about expository text and provide 
evidence from text to support their understanding. (R) 

10. 59% TEKS 11A ELA-Gr5 SE: summarize the main ideas and 
supporting details in a text in ways thatmaintain meaning and 
logical order (R) 

11. 61% TEKS 8A ELA-Gr5 SE: evaluate the impact of sensory 
details, imagery, and figurative language in literary text. ® 

12. 62% TEKS 14 ELA-Gr5 SE: Students use comprehension skills to 
analyze how words, images, graphics, and sounds work 
together in various forms to impact meaning. Students 
continue to apply earlier standards with greater depth in 
increasingly more complex texts. (S) 

13. 63% TEKS 12A ELA-Gr5 SE: identify the author's viewpoint or 
position and explain the basic relationships among ideas (e.g., 
parallelism, comparison, causality) in the argument (S) 

14. 65% TEKS 12 ELA-Gr5 SE: Students analyze, make inferences 
and draw conclusions about persuasive text and provide 
evidence from text to support their analysis. (S) 

15. 69% TEKS 10A ELA-Gr5 SE: draw conclusions from the 
information presented by an author and evaluate how well the 
author's purpose was achieved. (S)  

16. 69% TEKS Fig19F ELA-Gr5 SE: make connections (e.g., thematic 
links, author analysis) between and across multiple texts of 
various genres and provide textual evidence (SE type depends 
on genre) (R) 

5th Math 
1. 35% TEKS 5.3J Math-Gr5 SE: represent division of a unit 

fraction by a whole number and the division of a whole 
number by a unit fraction such as 1/3 ˜ 7 and 7 ˜ 1/3 using 
objects and pictorial models, including area models (S) 

2. 41% TEKS 5.2C Math-Gr5 SE: round decimals to tenths or 
hundredths (S)  

3. 41% TEKS 5.3F Math-Gr5 SE: represent quotients of decimals to 
the hundredths, up to four-digit dividends and two-digit whole 
number divisors, using objects and pictorial models, including 
area models (S) 

4. 41% TEKS 5.4D Math-Gr5 SE: recognize the difference between 
additive and multiplicative numerical patterns given in a table 
or graph (S) 

5. 53% TEKS 5.10A Math-Gr5 SE: define income tax, payroll tax, 
sales tax, and property tax (S) 

6. 59% TEKS 5.3E Math-Gr5 SE: solve for products of decimals to 
the hundredths, including situations involving money, using 
strategies based on place-value understandings, properties of 
operations, and the relationship to the multiplication of whole 
numbers (R)  

7. 59% TEKS 5.3I Math-Gr5 SE: represent and solve multiplication 
of a whole number and a fraction that refers to the same 
whole using objects and pictorial models, including area 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
5th Math 
**Grade Level Moved to the 
Elementary Campus for the  
2016-2017 School Year 
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models (S) 
8. 60% TEKS 5.1G Math-Gr5 SE: display, explain, and justify 

mathematical ideas and arguments using precise mathematical 
language in written or oral communication (P) 

9. 65% TEKS 5.3L Math-Gr5 SE: divide whole numbers by unit 
fractions and unit fractions by whole numbers (R)  

10. 65% TEKS 5.4A Math-Gr5 SE: identify prime and composite 
numbers (S) 

11. 65% TEKS 5.7A Math-Gr5 SE: solve problems by calculating 
conversions within a measurement system, customary or 
metric. (S) 

 
5th Science 

1. 50% TEKS 3B Sci-Gr5 SE: evaluate the accuracy of the 
information related to promotional materials for products and 
services such as nutritional labels (P)  

2. 56% TEKS 8D Sci-Gr3 SE: identify the planets in Earth's solar 
system and their position in relation to the Sun (S)  

3. 59% TEKS 2C Sci-Gr5 SE: collect information by detailed 
observations and accurate measuring (P)  

4. 53% TEKS 7B Sci-Gr5 SE: recognize how landforms such as 
deltas, canyons, and sand dunes are the result of changes to 
Earth's surface by wind, water, and ice (R)  

5. 66% TEKS 4A Sci-Gr5 SE: collect, record, and analyze 
information using tools, including calculators, microscopes, 
cameras, computers, hand lenses, metric rulers, Celsius 
thermometers, prisms, mirrors, pan balances, triple beam 
balances, spring scales, graduated cylinders, beakers, hot 
plates, meter sticks, magnets, collecting nets, and notebooks; 
timing devices, including clocks and stopwatches; and 
materials to support observations of habitats or organisms 
such as terrariums and aquariums (P) 

6. 66% TEKS 10B Sci-Gr5 SE: differentiate between inherited traits 
of plants and animals such as spines on a cactus or shape of a 
beak and learned behaviors such as an animal learning tricks or 
a child riding a bicycle ® 

7. 69% TEKS 7C Sci-Gr4 SE: identify and classify Earth's renewable 
resources, including air, plants, water, and animals; and 
nonrenewable resources, including coal, oil, and natural gas; 
and the importance of conservation (S) 

8. 69% TEKS 9C Sci-Gr5 SE: predict the effects of changes in 
ecosystems caused by living organisms, including humans, such 
as the overpopulation of grazers or the building of highways (S) 

6th Reading 
1. 29% TEKS 11B ELA-Gr6 SE: identify simply faulty reasoning used 

in persuasive texts. (S) 
2. 48% TEKS 10D ELA-Gr6 SE: synthesize and make logical 

connections between ideas within a text and across two or 
three texts representing similar or different genres. (R)  

3. 50% TEKS 11 ELA-Gr6 SE: analyze, make inferences and draw 
conclusions about persuasive text and provide evidence from 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
5th Science 
**Grade Level Moved to the 
Elementary Campus for the  
2016-2017 School Year 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
6th Reading 
1.  6.11A 
2. 6.10A 
3. 6.6 
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text to support their analysis. (S) 
4. 52% TEKS 10 ELA-Gr6 SE: analyze, make inferences and draw 

conclusions about expository text and provide evidence from 
text to support their understanding. (R)  

5. 58% TEKS 10A ELA-Gr6 SE: summarize the main ideas and 
supporting details in text, demonstrating an understanding 
that a summary does not include opinions (R) 

6. 59% TEKS  9 ELA-Gr6 SE: analyze, make inferences and draw 
conclusions about the authors purpose in cultural, historical, 
and contemporary contexts and provide evidence from the 
text to support their understanding. (S) 

7. 62% TEKS 6 ELA-Gr6 SE: understand, make inferences and draw 
conclusions about the structure and elements of fiction and 
provide evidence from text to support their understanding. (R) 

8. 62% TEKS 6C ELA-Gr6 SE: describe different forms of point-of-
view, including first- and third-person. (S) 

9. 62% TEKS 8A ELA-Gr6 SE: explain how authors create meaning 
through stylistic elements and figurative language emphasizing 
the use of personification, hyperbole, and refrains. ® 

10. 63% TEKS Fig19F ELA-Gr6 SE: make connections (e.g., thematic 
links, author analysis) between and across multiple texts of 
various genres, and provide textual evidence (SE type depends 
on genre) ® 

11. 64% TEKS 6B ELA-Gr6 SE: recognize dialect and conversational 
voice and explain how authors use dialect to convey character 
(S)  

12. 64% TEKS Fig19D ELA-Gr6 SE: make inferences about text and 
use textual evidence to support understanding (SE type 
depends on genre) (S)  

13. 66% TEKS 7 ELA-Gr6 SE: understand, make inferences and draw 
conclusions about the varied structural patterns and features 
of literary nonfiction and provide evidence from text to 
support their understanding. (S) 

14. 67% TEKS 4A ELA-Gr6 SE: explain how figurative language (e.g., 
personification, metaphors, similes, hyperbole) contributes to 
the meaning of a poem. (S) 

15. 67% TEKS Fig19E ELA-Gr6 SE: summarize, paraphrase, and 
synthesize texts in ways that maintain meaning and logical 
order within a text and across texts (SE type depends on genre) 
(S) 

16. 69% TEKS 2B ELA-Gr6 SE: use context (e.g., cause and effect or 
compare and contrast organizational text structures) to 
determine or clarify the meaning of unfamiliar or multiple 
meaning words (R) 

6th Math 
1. 10% TEKS 6.4F Math-Gr6 SE: represent benchmark fractions 

and percents such as 1%, 10%, 25%, 33 1/3%, and multiples of 
these values using 10 by 10 grids, strip diagrams, number lines, 
and numbers (S) 

2. 20% TEKS 6.14A Math-Gr6 SE: compare the features and costs 
of a checking account and a debit card offered by different 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
6th Math 
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local financial institutions (S)  
3. 28% TEKS 6.12C Math-Gr6 SE: summarize numeric data with 

numerical summaries, including the mean and median 
(measures of center) and the range and interquartile range 
(IQR) (measures of spread), and use these summaries to 
describe the center, spread, and shape of the data distribution 
® 

4. 35% TEKS 6.8A Math-Gr6 SE: extend previous knowledge of 
triangles and their properties to include the sum of angles of a 
triangle, the relationship between the lengths of sides and 
measures of angles in a triangle, and determining when three 
lengths form a triangle (S) 

5. 38% TEKS 6.4B Math-Gr6 SE: apply qualitative and quantitative 
reasoning to solve prediction and comparison of real-world 
problems involving ratios and rates ® 

6. 40% TEKS 6.14C Math-Gr6 SE: balance a check register that 
includes deposits, withdrawals, and transfers (S)  

7. 40% TEKS 6.8C Math-Gr6 SE: write equations that represent 
problems related to the area of rectangles, parallelograms, 
trapezoids, and triangles and volume of right rectangular 
prisms where dimensions are positive rational numbers (S) 

8. 43% TEKS 6.3D Math-Gr6 SE: add, subtract, multiply, and divide 
integers fluently (R)  

9. 43% TEKS 6.3E Math-Gr6 SE: multiply and divide positive 
rational numbers fluently ® 

10. 43% TEKS 6.8D Math-Gr6 SE: determine solutions for problems 
involving the area of rectangles, parallelograms, trapezoids, 
and triangles and volume of right rectangular prisms where 
dimensions are positive rational numbers (R) 

11. 45% TEKS 6.13A Math-Gr6 SE: interpret numeric data 
summarized in dot plots, stem-and-leaf plots, histograms, and 
box plots (R)  

12. 45% TEKS 6.7D Math-Gr6 SE: generate equivalent expressions 
using the properties of operations: inverse, identity, 
commutative, associative, and distributive properties (R)   

13. 50% TEKS 6.1G Math-Gr6 SE: display, explain, and justify 
mathematical ideas and arguments using precise mathematical 
language in written or oral communication (P)  

14. 50% TEKS 6.9A Math-Gr6 SE: write one-variable, one-step 
equations and inequalities to represent constraints or 
conditions within problems (S) 

15. 55% TEKS 6.1E Math-Gr6 SE: create and use representations to 
organize, record, and communicate mathematical ideas (P) 

16. 55% TEKS 6.12D Math-Gr6 SE: summarize categorical data with 
numerical and graphical summaries, including the mode, the 
percent of values in each category (relative frequency table), 
and the percent bar graph, and use these summaries to 
describe the data distribution ® 

17. 55% TEKS 6.10B Math-Gr6 SE: determine if the given value(s) 
make(s) one-variable, one-step equations or inequalities true 
(S)  
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18. 55% TEKS 6.4E Math-Gr6 SE: represent ratios and percents 
with concrete models, fractions, and decimals (S)  

19. 55% TEKS 6.5A Math-Gr6 SE: represent mathematical and real-
world problems involving ratios and rates using scale factors, 
tables, graphs, and proportions (S)  

20. 57% TEKS 6.1C Math-Gr6 SE: select tools, including real objects, 
manipulatives, paper and pencil, and technology as 
appropriate, and techniques, including mental math, 
estimation, and number sense as appropriate, to solve 
problems (P) 

 
7th Reading 

1. 33% TEKS 11B ELA-Gr7 SE: identify such rhetorical fallacies as 
ad hominem, exaggeration, stereotyping, or categorical claims 
in persuasive texts. (S)  

2. 52% TEKS 6C ELA-Gr7 SE: analyze different forms of point of 
view, including first-person, third-person omniscient, and third-
person limited. (S)  

3. 55% TEKS 11 ELA-Gr7 SE: analyze, make inferences and draw 
conclusions about persuasive text and provide evidence from 
text to support their analysis. (S)  

4. 57% TEKS 3 ELA-Gr7 SE: analyze, make inferences and draw 
conclusions about theme and genre in different cultural, 
historical, and contemporary contexts and provide evidence 
from the text to support their understanding. (S) 

5. 57% TEKS Fig19E ELA-Gr7 SE: summarize, paraphrase, and 
synthesize texts in ways that maintain meaning and logical 
order within a text and across texts (SE type depends on genre) 
(S) 

6. 59% TEKS 10 ELA-Gr7 SE: analyze, make inferences and draw 
conclusions about expository text and provide evidence from 
text to support their understanding. (R)  

7. 62% TEKS 2E ELA-Gr7 SE: use a dictionary, a glossary, or a 
thesaurus (printed or electronic) to determine the meanings, 
syllabication, pronunciations, alternate word choices, and parts 
of speech of words. ® 

8. 62% TEKS 6B ELA-Gr7 SE: analyze the development of the plot 
through the internal and external responses of the characters, 
including their motivations and conflicts (R)  

9. 62% TEKS 9 ELA-Gr7 SE: analyze, make inferences and draw 
conclusions about the authors purpose in cultural, historical, 
and contemporary contexts and provide evidence from the 
text to support their understanding. (S) 

10. 64% TEKS 2A ELA-Gr7 SE: determine the meaning of grade-
level academic English words derived from Latin, Greek, or 
other linguistic roots and affixes (R)  

11. 64% TEKS 4 ELA-Gr7 SE: understand, make inferences and draw 
conclusions about the structure and elements of poetry and 
provide evidence from text to support their understanding. (S) 

12. 66% TEKS Fig19D ELA-Gr7 SE: make complex inferences about 
text and use textual evidence to support understanding (SE 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
7th Reading 
1. 7.6A 
2. 7.13A 
3. 7.6A 
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type depends on genre) (S)  
13. 67% TEKS 4A ELA-Gr7 SE: analyze the importance of graphical 

elements (e.g., capital letters, line length, word position) on 
the meaning of a poem. (S) 

14. 67% TEKS 6A ELA-Gr7 SE: explain the influence of the setting 
on plot development (R)  

15. 69% TEKS Fig19F ELA-Gr7 SE: make connections between and 
across texts, including other media (e.g.,film, play), and provide 
textual evidence (SE type depends on genre) (R)  

7th Math 
1. 14% TEKS 7.11B Math-Gr7 SE: determine if the given value(s) 

make(s) one-variable, two-step equations and inequalities true 
(S)  

2. 25% TEKS 7.9C Math-Gr7 SE: determine the area of composite 
figures containing combinations of rectangles, squares, 
parallelograms, trapezoids, triangles, semicircles, and quarter 
circles ® 

3. 29% TEKS 7.11A Math-Gr7 SE: model and solve one-variable, 
two-step equations and inequalities ® 

4. 29% TEKS 7.13C Math-Gr7 SE: create and organize a financial 
assets and liabilities record and construct a net worth 
statement (S) 

5. 33% TEKS 7.12A Math-Gr7 SE: compare two groups of numeric 
data using comparative dot plots or box plots by comparing 
their shapes, centers, and spreads (R)  

6. 33% TEKS 7.13A Math-Gr7 SE: calculate the sales tax for a given 
purchase and calculate income tax for earned wages (S)   

7. 33% TEKS 7.13F Math-Gr7 SE: analyze and compare monetary 
incentives, including sales, rebates, and coupons (S)  

8. 38% TEKS 7.9D Math-Gr7 SE: solve problems involving the 
lateral and total surface area of a rectangular prism, 
rectangular pyramid, triangular prism, and triangular pyramid 
by determining the area of the shape's net (S) 

9. 43% TEKS 7.2A Math-Gr7 SE: extend previous knowledge of 
sets and subsets using a visual representation to describe 
relationships between sets of rational numbers (S)  

10. 44% TEKS 7.7A Math-Gr7 SE: represent linear relationships 
using verbal descriptions, tables, graphs, and equations that 
simplify to the form y = mx + b (R)  

11. 48% TEKS 7.4E Math-Gr7 SE: convert between measurement 
systems, including the use of proportions and the use of unit 
rates (S)  

12. 48% TEKS 7.6A Math-Gr7 SE: represent sample spaces for 
simple and compound events using lists and tree diagrams (S)  

13. 48% TEKS 7.6D Math-Gr7 SE: make predictions and determine 
solutions using theoretical probability for simple and 
compound events (S) 

14. 48% TEKS 7.6G Math-Gr7 SE: solve problems using data 
represented in bar graphs, dot plots, and circle graphs, 
including part-to-whole and part-to-part comparisons and 
equivalents (R) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
7th Math 
1.  7.11 A 
2. 7.7A 
7.6D 
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15. 48% TEKS 7.13E Math-Gr7 SE: calculate and compare simple 
interest and compound interest earnings (S)  

16. 49% TEKS 7.1C Math-Gr7 SE: select tools, including real objects, 
manipulatives, paper and pencil, and technology as 
appropriate, and techniques, including mental math, 
estimation, and number sense as appropriate, to solve 
problems (P) 

17. 49% TEKS 7.1E Math-Gr7 SE: create and use representations to 
organize, record, and communicate mathematical ideas (P) 

18. 51% TEKS 7.1F Math-Gr7 SE: analyze mathematical 
relationships to connect and communicate mathematical ideas 
(P)   

19. 52% TEKS 7.1B Math-Gr7 SE: use a problem-solving model that 
incorporates analyzing given information, formulating a plan or 
strategy, determining a solution, justifying the solution, and 
evaluating the problem-solving process and the 
reasonableness of the solution (P) 

20. 52% TEKS 7.3A Math-Gr7 SE: add, subtract, multiply, and divide 
rational numbers fluently (S)  

21. 55% TEKS 7.11C Math-Gr7 SE: write and solve equations using 
geometry concepts, including the sum of the angles in a 
triangle, and angle relationships (S)  

22. 53% TEKS 7.1A Math-Gr7 SE: apply mathematics to problems 
arising in everyday life, society, and the workplace (P)  

23. 53% TEKS 7.1G Math-Gr7 SE: display, explain, and justify 
mathematical ideas and arguments using precise mathematical 
language in written or oral communication (P)  

24. 54% TEKS 7.9B Math-Gr7 SE: determine the circumference and 
area of circles (R)  

25. 55% TEKS 7.6H Math-Gr7 SE: solve problems using qualitative 
and quantitative predictions and comparisons from simple 
experiments (R)  

26. 56% TEKS 7.5C Math-Gr7 SE: solve mathematical and real-
world problems involving similar shape and scale drawings (R)  

27. 57% TEKS 7.10A Math-Gr7 SE: write one-variable, two-step 
equations and inequalities to represent constraints or 
conditions within problems (S)   

28. 59% TEKS 7.1D Math-Gr7 SE: communicate mathematical 
ideas, reasoning, and their implications using multiple 
representations, including symbols, diagrams, graphs, and 
language as appropriate (P) 

29. 60% TEKS 7.6I Math-Gr7 SE: determine experimental and 
theoretical probabilities related to simple and compound 
events using data and sample spaces (R)  

30. 62% TEKS 7.6C Math-Gr7 SE: make predictions and determine 
solutions using experimental data for simple and compound 
events (S)  

31. 63% TEKS 7.3B Math-Gr7 SE: apply and extend previous 
understandings of operations to solve problems using addition, 
subtraction, multiplication, and division of rational numbers (R)  

32. 65% TEKS 7.9A Math-Gr7 SE: solve problems involving the 
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volume of rectangular prisms, triangular prisms, rectangular 
pyramids, and triangular pyramids (R)   

33. 67% TEKS 7.10C Math-Gr7 SE: write a corresponding real-world 
problem given a one-variable, two-step equation or inequality 
(S)   

34. 67% TEKS 7.13B Math-Gr7 SE: identify the components of a 
personal budget, including income; planned savings for college, 
retirement, and emergencies; taxes; and fixed and variable 
expenses, and calculate what percentage each category 
comprises of the total budget (S) 

35. 68% TEKS 7.4D Math-Gr7 SE: solve problems involving ratios, 
rates, and percents, including multi-step problems involving 
percent increase and percent decrease, and financial literacy 
problems (R) 

 
7th Writing 

1. 68% TEKS 19C ELA-Gr7 SE: use a variety of complete sentences 
(e.g., simple, compound, complex) that include properly placed 
modifiers, correctly identified antecedents, parallel structures, 
and consistent tenses. (R) 

 
8th Reading 

1. 46% TEKS 13 ELA-Gr8 SE: use comprehension skills to analyze 
how words, images, graphics, and sounds work together in 
various forms to impact meaning. Students will continue to 
apply earlier standards with greater depth in increasingly more 
complex texts. (S) 

2. 58% TEKS 2B ELA-Gr8 SE: use context (within a sentence and in 
larger sections of text) to determine or clarify the meaning of 
unfamiliar or ambiguous words or words with novel meanings 
(R) 

3. 62% TEKS 10C ELA-Gr8 SE: make subtle inferences and draw 
complex conclusions about the ideas in text and their 
organizational patterns (R)  

4. 62% TEKS 10D ELA-Gr8 SE: synthesize and make logical 
connections between ideas within a text and across two or 
three texts representing similar or different genres and support 
those findings with textual evidence. (R)  

5. 65% TEKS 10A ELA-Gr8 SE: summarize the main ideas, 
supporting details, and relationships among ideas in text 
succinctly in ways that maintain meaning and logical order (R)  

6. 69% TEKS 3 ELA-Gr8 SE: analyze, make inferences and draw 
conclusions about theme and genre in different cultural, 
historical, and contemporary contexts and provide evidence 
from the text to support their understanding. (S) 
 

8th Math 
1. 0% TEKS 8.11B Math-Gr8 SE: determine the mean absolute 

deviation and use this quantity as a measure of the average 
distance data are from the mean using a data set of no more 
than 10 data points (S) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
7th Writing 
1. 19B 
2. 14C 
3. 20Bii 
 
 
8th Reading 
1. 6A 
2. 19B 
3. 9C 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
8th Math 
1. 8.3B 
2. 8.3A 
8.2A 
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2. 15% TEKS 8.12G Math-Gr8 SE: estimate the cost of a two-year 
and four-year college education, including family contribution, 
and devise a periodic savings plan for accumulating the money 
needed to contribute to the total cost of attendance for at 
least the first year of college (S) 

3. 31% TEKS 8.7B Math-Gr8 SE: use previous knowledge of 
surface area to make connections to the formulas for lateral 
and total surface area and determine solutions for problems 
involving rectangular prisms, triangular prisms, and cylinders 
(R) 

4. 31% TEKS 8.10D Math-Gr8 SE: model the effect on linear and 
area measurements of dilated two dimensional shapes (S)  

5. 38% TEKS 8.5H Math-Gr8 SE: identify examples of proportional 
and non-proportional functions that arise from mathematical 
and real-world problems (S)  

6. 38% TEKS 8.6C Math-Gr8 SE: use models and diagrams to 
explain the Pythagorean theorem (S) 

7. 46% TEKS 8.4A Math-Gr8 SE: use similar right triangles to 
develop an understanding that slope, m, given as the rate 
comparing the change in y-values to the change in x-values, (y2 
- y1)/ (x2 - x1), is the same for any two points (x1, y1) and (x2, 
y2) on the same line (S) 

8. 54% TEKS 8.3C Math-Gr8 SE: use an algebraic representation to 
explain the effect of a given positive rational scale factor 
applied to two-dimensional figures on a coordinate plane with 
the origin as the center of dilation ® 

9. 54% TEKS 8.5B Math-Gr8 SE: represent linear non-proportional 
situations with tables, graphs, and equations in the form of y = 
mx + b, where b ? 0 (S)  

10. 54% TEKS 8.5E Math-Gr8 SE: solve problems involving direct 
variation (S)   

11. 54% TEKS 8.10B Math-Gr8 SE: differentiate between 
transformations that preserve congruence and those that do 
not (S)   

12. 54% TEKS 8.12D Math-Gr8 SE: calculate and compare simple 
interest and compound interest earnings ® 

13. 62% TEKS 8.2C Math-Gr8 SE: convert between standard 
decimal notation and scientific notation (S)  

14. 62% TEKS 8.5D Math-Gr8 SE: use a trend line that 
approximates the linear relationship between bivariate sets of 
data to make predictions (R)  

15. 62% TEKS 8.7D Math-Gr8 SE: determine the distance between 
two points on a coordinate plane using the Pythagorean 
Theorem (S)  

16. 63% TEKS 8.1C Math-Gr8 SE: select tools, including real objects, 
manipulatives, paper and pencil, and technology as 
appropriate, and techniques, including mental math, 
estimation, and number sense as appropriate, to solve 
problems (P) 

17. 66% TEKS 8.1D Math-Gr8 SE: communicate mathematical 
ideas, reasoning, and their implications using multiple 
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representations, including symbols, diagrams, graphs, and 
language as appropriate (P) 

18. 67% TEKS 8.1A Math-Gr8 SE: apply mathematics to problems 
arising in everyday life, society, and the workplace (P)   

19. 67% TEKS 8.5G Math-Gr8 SE: identify functions using sets of 
ordered pairs, tables, mappings, and graphs ® 

20. 67% TEKS 8.5I Math-Gr8 SE: write an equation in the form y = 
mx + b to model a linear relationship between two quantities 
using verbal, numerical, tabular, and graphical representations 
(R) 

21. 67% TEKS 8.10C Math-Gr8 SE: explain the effect of translations, 
reflections over the x- or y-axis, and rotations limited to 90¦, 
180¦, 270¦, and 360¦ as applied to two-dimensional shapes on 
a coordinate plane using an algebraic representation ® 

22. 68% TEKS 8.1B Math-Gr8 SE: use a problem-solving model that 
incorporates analyzing given information, formulating a plan or 
strategy, determining a solution, justifying the solution, and 
evaluating the problem-solving process and the 
reasonableness of the solution (P) 

23. 68% TEKS 8.1F Math-Gr8 SE: analyze mathematical 
relationships to connect and communicate mathematical ideas 
(P)  

24. 69% TEKS 8.7C Math-Gr8 SE: use the Pythagorean Theorem 
and its converse to solve problems (R)  

25. 69% TEKS 8.8D Math-Gr8 SE: use informal arguments to 
establish facts about the angle sum and exterior angle of 
triangles, the angles created when parallel lines are cut by a 
transversal, and the angle-angle criterion for similarity of 
triangles (S) 

 
8th Science 

1. 33% TEKS 8C Sci-Gr6 SE: calculate average speed using distance 
and time measurements (S)  

2. 33% TEKS 6A Sci-Gr7 SE: identify that organic compounds 
contain carbon and other elements such as hydrogen, oxygen, 
phosphorus, nitrogen, or sulfur (S)  

3. 42% TEKS 8C Sci-Gr7 SE: model the effects of human activity on 
groundwater and surface water in a watershed (S)  

4. 42% TEKS 14B Sci-Gr7 SE: compare the results of uniform or 
diverse offspring from sexual reproduction or asexual 
reproduction (S)  

5. 42% TEKS 5F Sci-Gr8 SE: recognize whether a chemical 
equation containing coefficients is balanced or not and how 
that relates to the law of conservation of mass (S)  

6. 48% TEKS 2D Sci-Gr8 SE: construct tables and graphs, using 
repeated trials and means, to organize data and identify 
patterns (P)  

7. 50% TEKS 5C Sci-Gr8 SE: interpret the arrangement of the 
Periodic Table, including groups and periods, to explain how 
properties are used to classify elements (R)  

8. 53% TEKS 6A Sci-Gr8 SE: demonstrate and calculate how 
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3. 8.5A 
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unbalanced forces change the speed or direction of an object's 
motion (R)   

9. 58% TEKS 8D Sci-Gr6 SE: measure and graph changes in motion 
(S) 

10. 58% TEKS 10C Sci-Gr7 SE: observe, record, and describe the 
role of ecological succession such as in a microhabitat of a 
garden with weeds (S)  

11. 58% TEKS 12D Sci-Gr7 SE: differentiate between structure and 
function in plant and animal cell organelles, including cell 
membrane, cell wall, nucleus, cytoplasm, mitochondrion, 
chloroplast, and vacuole (S) 

12. 58% TEKS 12F Sci-Gr7 SE: recognize that according to cell 
theory all organisms are composed of cells and cells carry on 
similar functions such as extracting energy from food to sustain 
life (S) 

13. 58% TEKS 4A Sci-Gr8 SE: use appropriate tools to collect, 
record, and analyze information, including lab 
journals/notebooks, beakers, meter sticks, graduated cylinders, 
anemometers, psychrometers, hot plates, test tubes, spring 
scales, balances, microscopes, thermometers, calculators, 
computers, spectroscopes, timing devices, and other 
equipment as needed to teach the curriculum; (P) 

14. 58% TEKS 6B Sci-Gr8 SE: differentiate between speed, velocity, 
and acceleration (S)  

15. 58% TEKS 8D Sci-Gr8 SE: model and describe how light years 
are used to measure distances and sizes in the universe (S)  

16. 63% TEKS 5A Sci-Gr8 SE: describe the structure of atoms, 
including the masses, electrical charges, and locations, of 
protons and neutrons in the nucleus and electrons in the 
electron cloud ® 

17. 63% TEKS 7B Sci-Gr8 SE: demonstrate and predict the 
sequence of events in the lunar cycle (R) 

18. 63% TEKS 8A Sci-Gr8 SE: describe components of the universe, 
including stars, nebulae, and galaxies, and use models such as 
the Herztsprung-Russell diagram for classification (R) 

19. 64% TEKS 2E Sci-Gr8 SE: analyze data to formulate reasonable 
explanations, communicate valid conclusions supported by the 
data, and predict trends (P)  

20. 67% TEKS 5C Sci-Gr6 SE: differentiate between elements and 
compounds on the most basic level (S)  

21. 67% TEKS 7A Sci-Gr7 SE: contrast situations where work is 
done with different amounts of force to situations where no 
work is done such as moving a box with a ramp and without a 
ramp, or standing still (S) 

22. 67% TEKS 11C Sci-Gr7 SE: identify some changes in genetic 
traits that have occurred over several generations through 
natural selection and selective breeding such as the Galapagos 
Medium Ground Finch (Geospiza fortis) or domestic animals (S) 

23. 67% TEKS 12B Sci-Gr7 SE: identify the main functions of the 
systems of the human organism, including the circulatory, 
respiratory, skeletal, muscular, digestive, excretory, 
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reproductive, integumentary, nervous, and endocrine systems 
(S) 

24. 67% TEKS 2A Sci-Gr8 SE: plan and implement comparative and 
descriptive investigations by making observations, asking well-
defined questions, and using appropriate equipment and 
technology (P) 

25. 67% TEKS 2B Sci-Gr8 SE: design and implement comparative 
and experimental investigations by making observations, 
asking well-defined questions, formulating testable 
hypotheses, and using appropriate equipment and technology 
(P)  

26. 67% TEKS 5B Sci-Gr8 SE: identify that protons determine an 
element's identity and valence electrons determine its 
chemical properties, including reactivity (R)  

27. 67% TEKS 6C Sci-Gr8 SE: investigate and describe applications 
of Newton's law of inertia, law of force and acceleration, and 
law of action-reaction such as in vehicle restraints, sports 
activities, amusement park rides, Earth's tectonic activities, and 
rocket launches (R) 

28. 67% TEKS 9B Sci-Gr8 SE: relate plate tectonics to the formation 
of crustal features (R) 

 
8th Social Studies 

1. 8% TEKS 21C SS-Gr8 SE: summarize a historical event in which 
compromise resulted in a peaceful resolution. (S)  

2. 17% TEKS 8B SS-Gr8 SE: explain the causes of the Civil War, 
including sectionalism, states' rights, and slavery, and 
significant events of the Civil War, including the firing on Fort 
Sumter; the battles of Antietam, Gettysburg, and Vicksburg; 
the announcement of the Emancipation Proclamation; Lee's 
surrender at Appomattox Court House; and the assassination 
of Abraham Lincoln; and (R) 

3. 33% TEKS 1A SS-Gr8 SE: identify the major eras and events in 
U.S. history through 1877, including colonization, revolution, 
drafting of the Declaration of Independence, creation and 
ratification of the Constitution, religious revivals such as the 
Second Great Awakening, early republic, the Age of Jackson, 
westward expansion, reform movements, sectionalism, Civil 
War, and Reconstruction, and describe their causes and 
effects; (R)  

4. 33% TEKS 12D SS-Gr8 SE: analyze the causes and effects of 
economic differences among different regions of the United 
States at selected times in U.S. history. (R)  

5. 33% TEKS 16A SS-Gr8 SE: summarize the purposes for and 
process of amending the U.S. Constitution; and (R)  

6. 33% TEKS 25C SS-Gr8 SE: analyze the impact of the First 
Amendment guarantees of religious freedom on the American 
way of life. (R)  

7. 42% TEKS 2A SS-Gr8 SE: identify reasons for European 
exploration and colonization of North America; and (R)  

8. 42% TEKS 2B SS-Gr8 SE: compare political, economic, religious, 
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and social reasons for the establishment of the 13 English 
colonies. (S)  

9. 42% TEKS 10B SS-Gr8 SE: compare places and regions of the 
United States in terms of physical and human characteristics; 
and (R)   

10. 42% TEKS 10C SS-Gr8 SE: analyze the effects of physical and 
human geographic factors on major historical and 
contemporary events in the United States. (R)  

11. 42% TEKS 15A SS-Gr8 SE: identify the influence of ideas from 
historic documents, including the Magna Carta, the English Bill 
of Rights, the Mayflower Compact, the Federalist Papers, and 
selected Anti-Federalist writings, on the U.S. system of 
government; (R) 

12. 42% TEKS 15C SS-Gr8 SE: identify colonial grievances listed in 
the Declaration of Independence and explain how those 
grievances were addressed in the U.S. Constitution and the Bill 
of Rights; and (R) 

13. 42% TEKS 16B SS-Gr8 SE: describe the impact of 19th-century 
amendments, including the 13th, 14th, and 15th amendments, 
on life in the United States. (R)  

14. 42% TEKS 17B SS-Gr8 SE: explain constitutional issues arising 
over the issue of states' rights, including the Nullification Crisis 
and the Civil War. (R)  

15. 48% TEKS 28B SS-Gr8 SE: identify examples of how 
industrialization changed life in the United States. (S)  

16. 42% TEKS 29A SS-Gr8 SE: differentiate between, locate, and 
use valid primary and secondary sources such as computer 
software, databases, media and news services, biographies, 
interviews, and artifacts to acquire information about the 
United States; (P) 

17. 50% TEKS 3B SS-Gr8 SE: analyze the importance of the 
Mayflower Compact, the Fundamental Orders of Connecticut, 
and the Virginia House of Burgesses to the growth of 
representative government; and (S) 

18. 50% TEKS 5E SS-Gr8 SE: identify the foreign policies of 
presidents Washington through Monroe and explain the 
impact of Washington's Farewell Address and the Monroe 
Doctrine; (R) 

19. 50% TEKS 7B SS-Gr8 SE: compare the effects of political, 
economic, and social factors on slaves and free blacks; (S)  

20. 50% TEKS 9C SS-Gr8 SE: explain the economic, political, and 
social problems during Reconstruction and evaluate their 
impact on different groups; and (R) 

21. 50% TEKS 9D SS-Gr8 SE: identify the effects of legislative acts 
such as the Homestead Act, the Dawes Act, and the Morrill Act. 
(S)   

22. 50% TEKS 13A SS-Gr8 SE: analyze the War of 1812 as a cause of 
economic changes in the nation; and (S)  

23. 50% TEKS 19B SS-Gr8 SE: summarize rights guaranteed in the 
Bill of Rights; (R)  

24. 50% TEKS 24B SS-Gr8 SE: evaluate the impact of reform 
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movements, including educational reform, temperance, the 
women's rights movement, prison reform, abolition, the labor 
reform movement, and care of the disabled (R) 

25. 50% TEKS 27A SS-Gr8 SE: explain the effects of technological 
and scientific innovations such as the steamboat, the cotton 
gin, and interchangeable parts; (R)  

26. 58% TEKS 3A SS-Gr8 SE: explain the reasons for the growth of 
representative government and institutions during the colonial 
period; (R)  

27. 58% TEKS 5C SS-Gr8 SE: explain the origin and development of 
American political parties; ® 

28. 58% TEKS 5F SS-Gr8 SE: explain the impact of the election of 
Andrew Jackson, including expanded suffrage; and (S)  

29. 58% TEKS 6C SS-Gr8 SE: analyze the relationship between the 
concept of Manifest Destiny and the westward growth of the 
nation; (S)  

30. 58% TEKS 12B SS-Gr8 SE: explain reasons for the development 
of the plantation system, the transatlantic slave trade, and the 
spread of slavery; (R)  

31. 58% TEKS 13B SS-Gr8 SE: identify the economic factors that 
brought about rapid industrialization and urbanization. (R)  

32. 58% TEKS 18A SS-Gr8 SE: identify the origin of judicial review 
and analyze examples of congressional and presidential 
responses; (R)  

33. 58% TEKS 29J SS-Gr8 SE: pose and answer questions about 
geographic distributions and patterns shown on maps, graphs, 
charts, models, and databases. (P)  

34. 62% TEKS 29B SS-Gr8 SE: analyze information by sequencing, 
categorizing, identifying cause-and effect relationships, 
comparing, contrasting, finding the main idea, summarizing, 
making generalizations and predictions, and drawing 
inferences and conclusions; (P) 

35. 67% TEKS 4A SS-Gr8 SE: analyze causes of the American 
Revolution, including the Proclamation of 1763, the Intolerable 
Acts, the Stamp Act, mercantilism, lack of representation in 
Parliament, and British economic policies following the French 
and Indian War; (R)  

36. 67% TEKS 4C SS-Gr8 SE: explain the issues surrounding 
important events of the American Revolution, including 
declaring independence; writing the Articles of Confederation; 
fighting the battles of Lexington, Concord, Saratoga, and 
Yorktown; enduring the winter at Valley Forge; and signing the 
Treaty of Paris of 1783; (R) 

37. 67% TEKS 6B SS-Gr8 SE: explain the political, economic, and 
social roots of Manifest Destiny; (R)  

38. 67% TEKS 15B SS-Gr8 SE: summarize the strengths and 
weaknesses of the Articles of Confederation; (S)  

39. 67% TEKS 17A SS-Gr8 SE: analyze the arguments of the 
Federalists and Anti-Federalists, including those of Alexander 
Hamilton, Patrick Henry, James Madison, and George Mason;  

40. 67% TEKS 26A SS-Gr8 SE: describe developments in art, music, 
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and literature that are unique to American culture such as the 
Hudson River School artists, John James Audubon, Battle Hymn 
of the Republic, transcendentalism, and other cultural activities 
in the history of the United States; (S) 

41. 68% TEKS 28A SS-Gr8 SE: compare the effects of scientific 
discoveries and technological innovations that have influenced 
daily life in different periods in U.S. history; and (S)  

42. 68% TEKS 29C SS-Gr8 SE: organize and interpret information 
from outlines, reports, databases, and visuals, including 
graphs, charts, timelines, and maps; (P)  

School Culture and Climate:  
1.   Student identified bullying as problem with the actions 

consisting of 80% teasing and 60% through cyber bullying. 
2.   50% of the staff do not feel they are an important part of the 

school and that what they do contributes to its effectiveness. 

 
1. Utilize T-TESS Committees 

Staff Quality, Recruitment and Retention:  
1. Lack of a staff profile for new hires 
2. 100% of respondents indicated that Professional development is 

determined by district administration (83.33%) and campus 
administration (16.66%). 

 
1. Utilize the T-TESS Personnel 

Committee 
 

Curriculum, Instruction and Assessment:   
1. 0% of staff indicated an understanding of the RtI process. 
2.  50% of staff indicated a desire for professional development for 

integrating iPads into the classroom. 

 
1. Finalize the RtI Identification, 
review, and dismissal process. 
2. Utilize T-TESS RtI Committee 

Family and Community Involvement:   
1.    53% of parents/community are not aware of opportunities to 

volunteer. 
2.    46% of parents/community indicated a lack of interest in 

volunteering. 
3.   Over 63% of staff indicated that parents do not respect what 

teachers do. 

 
1. Utilize the T-TESS Community 
Outreach Committee 

School Organization:   
1.   15% of parent/community respondents indicated that their 

overall perception of the school was not positive. 
2.    63% of staff indicated they are not kept informed of current 

issues in the school. 

 

Technology:    
1.   Over 66% of staff indicated that students are not 

technologically proficient. 
2.   16% (1 respondent) indicated the reliance on an overhead as a 

technological tool used for teaching. 
3.   Over 66% of staff indicated a lack of technological proficiency. 

 
1. Send staff to TCEA for continued PD 
in technology. 
2. Attend NETX Leading and Learning 
Conference 

Additional Information:   
1.  42% of students identified alcohol use among MS students as a problem 

NOTE: Activities funded through federal programs and State Compensatory Education funds should be 
identified in the Needs and/or Priorities sections above.  
 


